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Summary Criteria C and D, Iocd signficance 

Maybeny Springs sunives as an exmmly unusual vernacular house &sign, especially by 
virtue of its plan, Its "L"-shaped porch, including the tall, recessed porch on the asfern 
elevation, along with its original bathing room renders it one of the most unusual vernacular 
srmcms in the entire eounry. The surviving archeological record, including hearths, early 
"rental cabin" foundations, weuhouses, various other foundaltions and various mads indicates 
the potential of the site to reveal further information a h a  the operation of the bullding as one 
of the earliest resorts offering medicinal baths in Garland County; about its function as an 
early stagecoach inn and how it served the wayfarers that rested here from heir travels along 
the Hor Springs-Fort Smith highway; and a b u t  the two families that inhabited this remarkable 
natural site and how they interacted with these outside influences. 

Elaboration 

The section of western Garland County around the community of Crystal Springs has long 
been known as an area abundant in natural, mineral-rich springs. Pope recounts hearing of a 
gold mining expedition that explored the land to the southwest of the Caddo River 
(approximately fifteen miles southwest of Crystal Springs) in Montgomery County as early as 
1810 on she basis of the reports of local Indians (however, they were driven off by other 
Indians living in the vicinity of the alleged gold deposits before they could ascertain the 
validity of this claim). The terrain around Crystal Springs is l a d  with springs of unknown 
underground wigin, and this is especially me of the property in question, a fact which no 
doubt amczed David Maybeny to this site when he emigrated from Tennessee c. 1832. 
Mayberry (born c. 1800) was one of the earliest settlers in this area, though he was but one 
of a number of settlers h t  came west from the eastern states of the South to Arkansas during 
this perid. He brought his family and slaves with him and chose a mr of land on both sides 
of the Hot Springs-Fort Smith highway. He built his first residence, a log structure, on the side 
of the highway opposite the present house, atop the hill. Thereafter he conshructed the present 
building as both a personal residence for himself and his family, and as a comrrmercial venture. 
Maybeny knew hat Eocd Indims had visited the springs for many years preVious b u s e  of 
their purported medicinal powers, and as he had obtained ownership of the land he r e c o p i d  
the opportunity to profit from them The lower room of the two-story section at the northeast 
comer of the house was originally divided into two rooms - for men and women - a d  each 
was outfined with a w d e n  bath tub that would k filled with water f m  the springs. Both 
resting travelers and visitors who made Mayberry Springs a destination would partake of the 
baths for a price, making Mayberry Springs the earliest known commercial bathhouse in 
Garland County. 

Mayberry's choice of site was especially fortuitous, as it occupied the approximate rnidpoiht 
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between Hot Springs and Mt. Ida, the county seat of Montgomery County (the county in 
which thi property lay between 1850 and 1917, when the eastern section of Montgomery 
County was annexed by Garland County). It was therefore approximately a day's travel by 
horse or carriage from either, and many kquent  travelers routinely spent the night at 
Mayberry Springs. However, relative to most pmIy residential buildings of the period, 
Mayberry Springs was a large and imposing stmesure, and as such was characteristic of early 
stagecoach inns in Arkansas; thus even a mreler unfamiliar with the road and the available 
accommodations could look at the structure itself and know that a room and a meal could be 
obtained here. 

Mayberry and his family continued to operate the inn throughout the yem before the Civil 
War, and Mayberry repwtedly amassed a considembIe fortune through the inn. Legends abound 
regarding the gold that David Mayberry supposdy buried on the property and treasure- 
hunters attempt to discover its location to this day. Some believe that Mayberry and/or his 
family retrieved all the buried gold prior to their selling the property to the Rector family, but 
another theory maintains that Mayberry may wet1 have forgotten some of his hiding places. 
Maybemy s e d  in the Confedmte army during the Civil War, and though he miraculously 
survived being wounded sixteen times, the surgeons were not able to remove dl of the minie 
balls from his body. Oral mdition maintains that toward the end of his life (he lived a full 
seventeen years after the end of the Civil War), lead poisoning took an increasing toll an 
Mayberry" sanity, as he would spend his evenings counting his goEd, burying it, digging it 
up the next night, mounting it, and rebvrying it in a different location. supposedly to thwart 
thieves. Many believe that he buried and reburied his gold so often that in his condition he 
could not have remembered all of his hiding places, and that therefme there is &st certainly 
gold on the site. 

It is maintained by some thar he constructed M a y w  Springs - as it appears today -- as 
early as 1851, though certain feams  of its consmction and known alterations to the building 
render this conclusion problematic. Elias William Rector (the son of Henry Massey Rector, 
the governor of A d s a s  at the outbreak of the Civil War), the Hot Springs attorney who 
bought the house from the Maybeny family in 1892 and transformed the f m e t  inn into a 
summer heme, recounted much of the early history of David May'oerry and his development 
of the site to his daughter SalIy Rector Hain. Her recollections include mention of her father's 
initial visits to the inn going to and fhm court cases at ML Ida and his preoccupation with 
the idyllic qualities of the spot. Me stayed there several times, with and without his wife, 
before he purchased the property ouaight from David Maybemy's widow in, 1890. Sally Rector 
Hain recalled that the house as it app~ars today is largely as it appeared when her father 
visited it prior to 1890, including the box consmction of the western section (which included 
the "lobby" or social room and three of the original guest rooms). Also, apparently i t  had Geen 
her farher" understanding that David Mayberry was an engineer and well-trained in various 
consmction techniques, which would explain the appearance ~f box construction at so early 
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a date nehtive to the q q m m c e  of this building technique mund the rest of the state. The 
six-over-six wood sash windows, the muntins of which are quite thin and mom common to 
earlier, antebellum construction, are built into the vertical pIank walls and appear u, be 
original. Finally, the raised basement f o d  by the decrease in grade provides an 
extraordinary opportunity t view the consmctian beneath. The principal sills and hams of 
the house are supported on piers famed by enormous logs, snipped of their bark, that are 
m e d  on end and set upon flat fieldstones. The beam that supports the eastern part of the 
hause and the kams that support the northern porch are hand-hewn (there are probably other 
hand-hewn beams dm, but the c m n t  state of structural instability overall prevented a more 
thorough inspection). The floor of the lobby is supported on a puncheon floor (consisting of 
relatively s W  logs split in half and notched at ends to fit over the beams that carry them). 
All of lthis evidence points to an earlier construction date for the building. 

However, by 1895 EIias Rector had removed the partitions from a center room that had 
divided it into four separate mvelers' rooms with a cross-shaped hallway (to make it into a 
nursery for his young family) and he changed the the pest rooms at the back of the house 
into two, at the same time reducing the number of rear entries appropriately. Upon finishing 
the rear alterations, however, he must have completely resheathed the wall in board-and- 
batten to respond to the reduction in the number of entries. This fact, coupled with the fact 
that all she board-and-batten work extant throughout the structure is identical in dimension and 
appearance to this known c. 1895 construction, points to this date as the perid of which the 
building is most representative. Furthermore, the stone Tiplace in the "lobby," with its slightly 
arched firebox lintel, recalls the Rmanesquc Revival of the late nineteenth century rather than 
late Colonial or Greek Revival stone masonry consauction techniques. 

Ultimately, the only certain conclusion is that the house clearly dates from c. 1895 but that 
it may be older, depending on how much of the building's fabric can be dated to the earlier 
period, The house's plan and design is extraordinary nevertheless, regardless of its date. The 
"LW-shaped porch that wraps Mind the twr>-story section at the northeast comer and turns into 
a tall, recessed porch supported on two box ~Eumns is unlike any other hown house plan 
in the stare, as is the two-smry s t i o n  itself, f d n g  as it does a bathing mom and guest 
quarters that is effectively detached from the other living spaces yet sheltered under the same 
roof. 

The ~~ is significant also by virtue of its surviving mhmlogicd read.  Extant and 
visible site f c a m s  include hearths, early "rental cabin" foundations, s e v d  wellhouses 
(historic and non-historic), a man-made lake, pedestrian and vehicular bridge foundations and 
various mads in h n t  of and through lthe property. This surface word amsa ta the potential 
of the site to reveal further information about the opemion of the building as one of the 
earliest resorts offering medicinal baths in Garland County; a b u t  its function as an early 
stagecoach inn and how it served the wayfarers that rested here from their travels along the 
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Hat Springs-Fort Smith highway; and about the two fadies  that inhabited this remarkable 
namal site, the Maybemys and the Rectors, and how they interacted with these various outside 
influences in their daily life. 

The propmy is currently owned by the Rector estate and being leased by Mike Tripp, who 
hopes to preserve and restore the building through &velaping the site in to  a limited music and 
festival site. 
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Summary 

May- Springs is a single story, gable roof* wmd M e  residence and inn building 
designed in a vernacular, plain aaditional style with Greek Revival influences. It is 
fundamentally rectangular in plan and is dominated by a shed m f  front porch that runs 
almost the full length of the facade and that features two enclosed rooms at one end It stands 
on a hillside (the grade decreases from south to north) that is laced with up to 150 natural, 
mineral-laden springs. 

Elaboration 

Mayberry Springs is a single story, w o d  M e  residence and inn buildirig designed in a 
vernacular, plain traditional style with Greek Revival: influences. It is fundamentally rectangular 
in plan, though a small, shed mf kitchen projects from the rear elevation and the front is 
dominated by a shed mf front porch that runs almost the full length of the facade and that 
features two enclosed rooms at acne end. A single large, exterior end stone chimney rises 
through the gable peak on the western elevation, The main section of the house is supported 
on, large, round log sections set upon flat fieldstones. The rear kitchen and some of the 
exterior sills are s u p p o d  on concrete block piers. The walls are weatherboarded and the 
gable roof is covered with asphalt shingles. 

The aathern w fiont elevation is  dominated by the shed roo-f porch and its raised basement 
supported on wood box columns. The lower level is enclosed by lattice and the upper level 
is wnmented with a jig-sawn balustrade, The main level is accessed via a wood stairway that 
is also ornamented with a jig-sawn baluster. The enclosed sooms to the east are lighted with 
a single six-over-six w d  sash window on the second level and accessed via a single-leaf 
door at grade below. The wall behind the porch is accessed ria two single-leaf doors and 
lighted with three six-ovm-six w d  sash windows. 

The eastern elevation is mg&d around the large, open recessed porch and lighted 
throughout with six-over-six w d  sash windows. The decrease in grade allows for the two 
storys to the north; each story is lighted with a window placed centrally in the bay. A smalIer 
window lights the low attic abve  the recessed porch and four more windows light the wall 
to the south, the southernmost of which is smaller and lights the kitchen area. The recessed 
porch is supported on two woad box columns that are connected by a jig-sawn balustrade and 
accessed by a w d  staircase. The side walls behind are board-and-batten, and another stabcase 
rises at the back of the landing to the main flax .of the house. The western elevation is 
entirely sheathed in bard-and-batten and consists of a low wood staircase accessing the end 
of the porch to the north, and three six-over-six w d  sash windows placed around the large 

- stone chimney, A rectangular louvered rent is placed to the south of the chimney in the attic, 
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The southern elevation is also sheathed in bard-and-batten. The shed mf kitchen projects to 
the east and is lighted with a pair of six-over-six w d  sash windows, The wall to the west 
is accessed via two single-leaf h r s  that are divided by three six-orer-six wood sash windows. 
The western wall of the kitchen shed is dso accessed via two single-leaf d m  separated by 
a single six-over-six w d  sash window, 

"The significant exterior details am few, The massive stone chimney and the jig-sawn 
balustrades are the only ornament of note, 

Thc interior and its plan are unique. The main front porch wraps around a main living section 
of box construction, continues behind the two-story, enclosed room section and opens into the 
recessed porch ont he eastern elevation. The firebox opens into a large living room at the 
western end of the main house; behind it to the south runs another long room. The rooms to 
the east are open and formerly served as bedrooms. The projecting shed mf section on rhe 
rear of the house served as the kitchen. 

The building has suffered some alterations. They include the removal of several interior 
partitions, the removal of a laser though historic room at the wesfem end of the northern pwch 
and the replacement of part of the roof deck near the rear of the house c. 1925. However, 
these alterations are largely internal and the exterior retains its c. 1895 appearance. 

The nomination also incIudes several acres surrounding the house, on which me sited an 
historic barn and a Iater caretaker's cottage. The site itself includes several historic 
foundations, the site of the original road that parallels modern Route 270, a later brick kitchen 
hearth, the springs that originally drew David Maybeny and many of his original guests to the 
site, a man-made lake, other historic roads behind + the house, and such other structures a 
w d e n  bridges and masonry wellhouses from various perids of consmetion. 
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Verbal Boundary k r i p t i o n  

Beginning at the point farmed by h e  intersection of the southern edge of U.S. Highway 270 
with a perpendicular line m m h g  dong the eastern elevatim of the caretaker's cottage, proceed 
wutherly dong said line to its intersection with a pwpendicular line skirting the southern edge 
of the associated man-made lake; thence pmeed westerly along said line to its intersection 
with a perpendicular line skirting the western edge of the same lake; thence proceed northerly 
along said Iine to its intersection with the southern edge of U.S. Highway 270; thence proceed 
easterly along said edge to the p i n t  of beginning. 
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